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CREATE A CRITTER 2 CONTEST - LION
Design by: JenniferHawkins (11 Projects)
About me: I have been scrapbook ing for about
13 years. I got m y first Baby Bug for Christm as
in 2006 and have been hook ed on Cricut ever
since!

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Kids Cards
I created a card w ith the lion from Create a Critter 2
cartridge.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cuttlebug® A2 Distress
Stripes Emboss Folder

Create a Critter
Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
card stock

patterned paper

acrylic paint

ribbon

foam squares

adhesive

glitter

action wobble

Cuttlebug® Machine

STEP 1
Emboss blue background cardstock with Distress Stripes embossing folder or other folder of your choice. Use a small paint brush to add
acrylic paint to the raised surface. Add 1 1/4" circles to the background in a random pattern. Add patterned paper triangle to top and bottom
of card. Machine stitch along edges of triangles.
Cut lion at and the stand from Create a Critter 2 at 4" and assemble. When attaching the head to the body, put an action wobble behind so
the lion can shake his head back and forth. Add pen detail to the mane and glitter to the stand.
Cut "Roar" at 0.5" and the word bubble at 1", both from Create a Critter. I used red glitter for the word and white glitter for the word bubble.
Then add ribbon along the top.

STEP 2
Cut scalloped circle from the Artiste cartridge at 4". Add pen detail around the edge.
Cut "Wild about U" at 3.75" from Create a Critter 2
Assemble together for the inside of the card.

RELATED PROJECTS
"6 Today" Card

View details

http://www.cricut.com

Frog Prince Gift Bag

View details

3D Tiger

View details

